
Duck Blind by Tom Gurganus
Setup
Separate all the types of cards into their respective groups – Duck cards, Game Warden 
cards, Action cards, Bonus cards, Shot Cards.

Shuffle all the Duck, Game Wardens, and Action Cards in their separate types. 

Duck Cards, Action Cards, and Game Warden Cards

For a two player game:
Shuffle the Duck cards.  Deal out 28 Duck cards. Set the rest aside. Shuffle in 2 Game 
Warden cards and five Action cards. Discard, unseen, 5 cards.  This is the PLAY deck. You 
are now ready to play.
For a three player game:
Shuffle the Duck cards. Deal out 42 Duck cards. Shuffle in 3 Game Warden cards and 7 
Action cards.  Discard, unseen, 6 cards. This is the PLAY deck.You are now ready to play.
For a four player game:
Shuffle the Duck cards. Deal out 55 Duck cards.  Shuffle in 4 of the Game Warden cards and 
8 Action cards. Discard, unseen, 7 cards. This is the PLAY deck.You are now ready to play.
For a five player game:
Shuffle the Duck cards. Deal out 57 Duck cards.  Shuffle in 5 of the Game Warden cards and 
9 Action cards. Discard, unseen, 8 cards. This is the PLAY deck.You are now ready to play.
For a six player game:
Shuffle the Duck cards. Deal out 62 Duck cards. Shuffle in 6 of the Game Warden cards and 
11 Action cards. Discard, unseen, 9 cards. This is the PLAY deck.You are now ready to play.

Place the PLAY deck in the center of the play area. 

Players' 'Blind' – Each player has a 'blind', a deck of shot cards. These shot cards are used to 
shoot (bid on) the ducks that are 'flying by'. 
A player's blind consists of: 

a Special Permit card
three one shot cards
two two shot cards
two three shot cards
one four shot card
one five shot card

Game Play
One player flips one Duck card from the Duck Card deck for each player plus one. He places 
these in the center of the play area. These are the ducks that are in play for this round. If a 
Game Warden card if flipped, resolve it as described above.
Choose a start player. Give this person the start player token.
All players draw 4 cards from their 'Blind'. These are the shot cards used for bidding this 
round. 
There is one round of bidding per turn. On a turn, players bid for turn order. Players choose 



shots to shoot at (bid on)  the current set (flight) of ducks. The bid may be zero, only one card 
or up to all of their current hand. These cards are played face down. When all players have 
chosen their bids and played them face down on the table, they simultaneously reveal their 
bids while shouting “SHOOT!”. The player with the highest bid gets first choice from  the 
current flight. The second gets second choice, etc..  If there is a tie in the bids, the player who 
used the most cards in their bid wins the bid. If they are still tied, the player closest to the start 
player in clockwise fashion wins the tie. If a player does not bid they do not get any ducks. 
All cards used to bid are placed in the player's discard pile. Any cards not used for bidding 
may be held for future rounds. Any Action cards won on a round are placed in the player's 
discard pile and will be available for use in future hands. Players place their ducks in front of 
themselves on the table.
Players draw back up to their 4 card hand limit from their 'Blind'. When a player exhausts their 
'Blind' they shuffle their discard pile to form a new 'Blind'. They then draw back up to 4 cards. 
The new start player is the player that had the last choice on the previous turn.
Start a new turn by flipping over a new line (flight) of ducks as before.
Play continues until the PLAY deck is exhausted. 

Game Wardens - when a Game Warden is revealed, play stops and players present their 
ducks.
There are several Game Wardens on the water today.
Officer Chris – All your rare ducks not protected by Special Permits are confiscated.
Officer Mitch - Illegal Pellets – Officer Mitch caught you using lead pellet shot instead of 
steel pellet shot. Player to your left chooses one random card from your Action cards. Place 
this card face up on the table. It cannot be used this turn.
Officer Zachary – You have been caught without a plug in your gun. Place the highest shot 
card in your hand on the table. It is out of play this turn.
Officer Ken – One rare duck not protected by a Special Permit is confiscated.
Officer Daniel - One rare duck not protected by a Special Permit is confiscated.
Officer Tracy - One rare duck not protected by a Special Permit is confiscated.

The Game Warden and ducks (if any) are placed in the discard pile. The game resumes. 

Action Cards
There are several different Action cards in the game. 
These cards can be played for their effect. They are resolved BEFORE Ducks are taken.

Double Barrel - Play this card to kill two ducks this turn. Draw the second duck from the top of 
the Duck card deck. Discard this card once used.

Choke - Play this card to change choice order by one step either up or down with another 
player. Resolve this BEFORE taking ducks. Discard this card after use.

Duck Call - Play this card to retrieve one duck from the discard pile. Resolve this card 
BEFORE taking ducks. Discard after use.

Spook! - Resolve this card BEFORE any player reveals his shot cards. Play this card on your 
turn to ‘scare away’ the current line of ducks. Place all these ducks into the discard pile. All 
played shots return to the player’s hand. Re-draw a new line of ducks and replay this round.



Special Permit – This card may be used to protect one rare duck from the Game Warden 
when he arrives. It will allow the player to keep one rare duck. 

Rogue Dog: Play this card to steal one duck from another player. Discard this card after use.

Gun Jam!: Play this on another player. A bad shell jammed in the action. You do not get a shot 
off. No duck for you.

Bonus Cards
Shuffle the Bonus cards and deal three onto the play area. These cards are bonus points at 
the end of the game for the player that meets their criteria.

Scoring - Score at the end. Ducks are worth face value. Your largest set (I. e. all of one 
species) is worth one point for each card in the set.  Each matched pair (one male + one 
female of a species) is worth an additional point. Lastly there are three Bonus cards that are 
scored at the end of the game according to the conditions on each card. If there is a tie for a 
Bonus card, all tied players score the points.

Variants:
Set up Variant: Draft the three cards. Each player takes 5 Action cards and chooses one to  
keep and passes the other four. They choose one from the passed four and pass the other  
three. They now choose one of the three and pass the other two. They then choose one of  
these two and pass the last one. They add this last card to their hand. 

Order Tokens: The large, numbered tokens are for choice order. They are used to indicate  
player order when choosing ducks.

Spook! - instead of returning players' shots to their hands the players leave them on the table  
as their bid on the new ducks

Questions for Playtesters/Rules Reviewers

1. Is the set-up too cumbersome?
2. Are there too many species?
3. Do the variants interest you?
4. Were any of the Action cards overpowered?
5. Were any underpowered or useless?
6. What was your scores?
7. Any recommendations or suggestions?


